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Reason for analysis: Customer would like Optimus Solutions to evaluate the burners for each
calciner and help improve the temperature profile of the shell.

The Science behind the process

August 6, 2019
John Smith
Process/Project Engineer
ABC Company
123 Rotary Lane
Somewhere, KY 65432
Phone: 555-555-5555
Email: johnsmith@ABCCompany.com
Optimus Plant Code: ABC123-45
Proposal: 65498R1
SUBJECT: Combustion Performance Audit – Calciner 1 and 2
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for giving Optimus Solutions the opportunity to perform our Combustion Performance
Audit service on your Calciner #1 and #2 units. The purpose of this service visit was to improve the
heating profile of the #2 zone on Calciner #1 and make recommendations for process
improvement; the last burner service at this plant was performed by _________. There is concern
that the temperatures being lower in the center section of the #2 heating zone would be causing
a problem with the material not being calcined thoroughly. Optimus Solutions is onsite to
use collected empirical data and component manufacturers’ specifications to correct the
deficiencies and improve the overall equipment process performance.

Work Scope
•

Perform Combustion Performance Audit on Calciner 1 and 2
o Adjust burner to run optimal burning
o

Adjust to improve temperature profile per customer request

o

Record after temperature profile

•

Write-up with findings and adjustments

•

Show a before and after temperature profile

Recommendations
•
•

Air seals for the firebox are recommended for both Calciner #1 and 2. This decrease the
presence of cool air into the system and improve overall efficiency.
#7 burner on #1 Calciner needs the burner tile replaced as it is cracked and crumbling,
causing problems with the air fuel mixing.
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•
•
•
•

Both #1 and #2 Calciner support rolls need to be aligned and adjusted for float
Pressure test ports need to be installed on Calciner #1, zone #1, burners #1 and #2
All burner ignition wires should be replaced on both calciners.
The temperature profile for #4 burner is consistently higher than the others. Adjustment
of the burner to reduce the heat results in a flame out condition. This may be a result of
a bad thermocouple to that zone or heat coming across the barrier inside the firebox
from zone #1.

Executive Summary
Optimus Solutions performed a combustion performance audit for Calciner #1 and 2. ABC
Company would like to optimize their temperature profile due to process concerns of not enough
heat transfer for calcination.
Temperature profile adjustments of Calciner #1 and Calciner #2 were performed. Calciner #1 had the
most dramatic improvement of profile from a range of 300 °F to 1100 °F to a tighter range of 600 °F
to 900°F. Calciner #2 was a secondary focus so adjustments weren’t as dramatic.
One of the problems seen is related to poor seal condition. If the seals allow air into the firebox,
unsteady combustion can occur. Replacement and maintenance of the firebox seal will improve the
combustion.
Instrumentation, ports, and wire replacements are recommended for general maintenance of the
burner system.
Thank you again for the opportunity to perform this survey for ABC Company. If you have any
questions, please contact us at 844-880-5822, Ext. 1208.
Sincerely,
Sarah Belew
Key Accounts Specialist
Optimus Solutions
SB/sd
cc: A.B.F.

Kevin Pilsen
Burner Specialist
Optimus Solutions

Tom Zhang, PhD, PE
Lead Engineer – Technical Services
Optimus Solutions
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Overview
Temperature Profile Results
Both units were down before Optimus Solutions arrived onsite. The adjustments were completed
for a non-steady state unit, meaning no load was placed on the unit. Once the audit was performed,
temperature data was requested to compare the adjustments.
Calciner #1 had a very wide temperature range band of up to 1100 °F to as low as 300 °F as seen
in Figure 1. After adjustments, Figure 2 shows a much tighter band of up to 900 °F and low to 600
°F. The goal was to get around 800 °F. Calciner #1 was the primary focus on this service.

#1 Calciner Temperatures C-57 in 2019
1100
1000

Temperature deg F

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
2/13/19 0:00

burner1

2/14/19 0:00

burner2

2/15/19 0:00

burner3

burner4

2/16/19 0:00

burner5

2/17/19 0:00

burner6

2/18/19 0:00

burner7

Figure 1. Calciner #1 Before

burner8

2/19/19 0:00

burner9

2/20/19 0:00

burner10
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#1 Calciner Temperatures C-57 in 2019 after Burner Work
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7/8/19 0:00 7/10/19 0:00 7/12/19 0:00 7/14/19 0:00 7/16/19 0:00 7/18/19 0:00 7/20/19 0:00 7/22/19 0:00 7/24/19 0:00 7/26/19 0:00

burner1
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burner9

burner10

Figure 2. Calciner #1 After

Calciner #2 had minimal adjustments due to the secondary focus, however adjustments were made
to increase the high end values as seen in Figure 4. The overall changes were minmal compared
to Figure 3.

#2 Calciner Temperatures C-57 run in 2019
Temperature deg F
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Figure 3. Calciner #2 Before

9/6/00 0:00
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Figure 4. Calciner #2 After

Audit
Monday, 6/24/19
• After completing the safety training at the offsite facilities, Kevin Pilsen met with John
Clements at the main ABC Company office. They discussed the issues that ABC Company
was having on Calciner #1; they also reviewed the hysteresis charts of the process
temperature probes and the work currently being done on the calciner. The calciner had
been shut down and locked out for repairs and plant contractors were currently replacing the
burner tile on # 9 burner, of zone 2 which was removed and brought to the shop to complete
the repairs.
• Kevin and John went to the production building and met with the operators and mechanics
on shift and discussed some of the problems experienced during startups and production.
• Kevin performed a walk-through inspection of the calciner, looking at the fuel and air piping
system, the shell and support frame for evidence of overheating and the drive systems for
possible mechanical issues. By using a bright light and hand-held mirror he inspected the
inside refractory as well as he could see through the hole from the removed burner. Two
other burner tiles were cracked or crumbling; the rest of the refractory seemed to be in good
condition with no collapse or burnout. John said he was ordering more replacement tiles for
the broken ones.
• The air seals on both ends of the tube are worn out and not touching the calciner tube with a
minimum of ¾ inch gap; this calculates to approximately 55.5 square inches of open area or
the equivalent holes 7.5”x 7.5” for air to enter and quench the heating process in both zones.
• John and Kevin went over to the shop area to inspect the removed burner; the contractors
were just finishing installing the burner tile. They attempted to remove the air/gas port covers
but two bolts snapped off as they made the attempt so it was decided to install the burner
and get the unit operational before the end of the shift.
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•

•
•

John and Kevin went back to the calciner building and worked with plant maintenance
personnel to find the best places in the stacks to take air pressure readings. The plant
maintenance mechanic removed the stack temperature RTD which was not in the most ideal
location in the elbow and close to the fresh air damper, but they didn’t want to drill a hole in
another location.
The plant contractors finished up the burner installation and the system were unlocked and
prepared for operation
The burners were attempted to be lit but due to air entrapment in the gas lines, they kept
flaming out during start up and low fire conditions. Operations said they would continue
trying to get to a low fire condition through the night shift.

Tuesday 6/25/19
• Kevin arrived onsite and met with operations personnel and started permit process.
• It was decided to use the ladders so as not to have to build scaffolding to get to the stacks.
• He opened the burner combustion air valves and using a pitot tube and Dwyer manometer
and attempted to perform a duct traverse of the zone #2 stack with the blower at high fire
and the supply damper 100% open. He had no pressure readings; we attribute this to the
proximity of the temperature probe hole to the fresh air make up damper and being in the
pipe elbow.
• Moving to the zone #1 stack Kevin performed a traverse and managed to get pressures that
when entered into our computer spreadsheet indicated an air flow of 351.8 fpm. John found
the blower curve for the installed combustion blower it indicated air flow of 3.3 fps or 198fpm
multiplied by two and accounting for the losses of the fresh air dampers and irregularities of
taking measures close to an elbow this roughly comes out to 396 fpm (Rule of thumb from
the North American book of combustion is that most furnaces have close to 2 meters per
second or 393.7 fpm of airflow for proper combustion). The reason we took these measures
was to see if the unit was over firing or forcing the heat out the stack or starving for air.
• Reliable light off and maintained flame of all burners at low fire was not achieved until 1:00
p.m.
• During the furnace pre–purge time and trial for ignition Kevin was continuously adjusting the
combustion air valves to balance the pressures between burners #4 - #9 on zone #2,
Burners #1, #2, #3 and #10 would consistently light and operate so he left them alone for
this part of the tuning process. Burner #1 and #2 did not have testing ports installed at the
burner so he checked those using differential pressures across the fuel orifice plate and the
low side pressures from the adjustable air valve.
• During this process Kevin limited the temperatures to 500 deg. F to avoid thermal shock to
the calciner tube
• Sustained firing rates without failures were achieved up to 45% firing rate which was more
than they usually run the burners at, so he felt comfortable to put the controls in automatic
and allow the system to stabilize to get a consistent temperature profile hysteresis
• Kevin set the temperature controls to automatic at 750 degrees and observed for operation
and to generate a heat profile to further track the tuning process progress.
• Our technician instructed the incoming controls operator to let the unit run in auto and at the
set point for the night and if the flame failed, to note the fault and re-light.
Wednesday 6/26/19
• Arrived onsite and completed permit process; Kevin was warned of the other contractors
working on a shared stack but instructed to continue the tuning process.
• The calciner shut down due to flame failure of #4 burner around midnight; the operator on
duty did not try to relight
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Kevin adjusted the ratio regulator to open faster to respond to the air damper impulse and
achieved sustained low fire ignition around 9:00am
Ramping up the burner output from low fire to 50% in 10% increments, furnace
temperatures in zone#1 and #2 were stabilizing quicker and the temperatures were
maintaining. These are indicators of higher BTU’s being produced by the individual burners
at the higher firing rates.
100% burner output was finally achieved without flame failure and all the burners were
tuned and balanced for air pressure and fuel flow very close to the manufacturers’
suggested settings to produce 50,000 BTU’s per burner.
Kevin cycled the system from low fire to 100% successfully several times and it responded
quickly and correctly with no flame failures
The controls were again set to automatic at 800 degrees for observation and to generate a
temperature profile.
While #1 Calciner was in automatic operation and temps were stabilizing John and Kevin
worked on testing the UV scanners and igniters for all the burners on Calciner #2. They
found one UV scanner that was weak and two ignition wires that were broken or burned off
at the spark plug. I replaced the scanner and repaired the broken wires.
It was discussed that Kevin return to the site either during or shortly after start up to fine
tune the system with a load on it.
Final pressure readings @ 100% firing rate;
Air pressures were read on the burner side of the adjustable control valve
Fuel pressures were read as Dp across the installed orifice plates

Zone #1 (Final Readings)
Burner
Air (in. w.c.)
Fuel (in.w.c.)

#1
19.5
3.8

#2
18.0
3.4

#3
18.2
4.0

#6
18.6
3.4

#7
18.3
4.0

#8
18.8
3.0

Zone #2 (Final Readings)
Burner
Air (in. w.c.)
Fuel (in.w.c.)

#4
18.0
4.0

#5
18.4
3.4

#9
18.8
3.0

#10
20.8
3.4

